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Delving in to the long, extraordinary existence of renowned French fashion designer Coco
Chanel, the author writes a new kind of self-help book, discovering Chanel's philosophy on
themes which range from style to interest, success to living lifestyle on one's own terms.
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A Fun Undertake Chanel This book is a humorous reminder of Chanel's life story and how
Chanel's contributions shaped a way of life through her example, and also through her designs.
A tab bit of fashion history.Writer, Karen Karbo, respects her subject and her viewers. For the
first time in eons, women's ease and comfort was taken into consideration, allowing the active,
accountable, busy woman a wardrobe that reflected 20th century sensibilities, while still
infusing high end and style, and, also, flattering the feminine form. I almost gave up several
times, but had expectations it would progress. Very entertaining while educational, you find out
about fashion, background, Chanel and it's worthwhile. She imparts the historic specifics and
wisdom of this style icon with a great and very readable writing technique. It was interesting to
listen to how Chanel influenced the writer. The article writer sympathetically and honestly
brought Chanel alive for us to take pleasure from. Thanks, Ms. Karbo.. There's was a couple grey
smudges on the book. I just got an eraser to it and voila!. I am a novice in the fashion world so
really valued the lessons about the different kinds of Chanel and how her design really
continues to influence the world, even if you don't look great in the original tweed jacket. We am
in the centre and really enjoying it. A modern-day glimpse into the legendary lifestyle of the
Goddess of Chic told in a wonderfully cheeky, witty, and lovingly irreverent method. Karbo
recognizes that Chanel was and is definitely a lifestyle package that is just as relevant today in
the 21st Century since it was in the 20th Century.55 bag, I can enjoy her estimates and ideas
about design. The rest can end up being skipped. It is hardcover with a plain black, however it
has a paper cover with the full total and illustration. I've a curvy physique but the simple
comfortable design, pearls, dark, white, jersey. We would all be a many more uncomfortable if it
weren't for Chanel being truly a savvy business female who made due using what she had. Read
the book to discover what i mean. A string of pearls and wonderful rates and Chanel wisdom!.
Love anything about Chanel.. With humor and reverence, she reminds us of who brought us the
clothing, accessories and perfume, that people love, and that enhance our existence right now.
The best part of the book may be the last chapter. The overuse of pronouns managed to get
challenging to understand who was actually being written about - she, who?. Karbo's search for
an authentic Chanel jacket, that was covered throughout the publication. Karen Karbo gets . I
could do it with bargain finds and a string of faux pearls. The author is not as amusing as she
thinks.. Though I will never have the ability to afford my fantasy 2. If you are at all thinking about
Coco... We were likely to be entertained about Ms.you have to create it. If you can't get some
solid research, what was the idea of writing the tale of Coco? How did this make it move the
publishers? Kept my attending to the end.It is very poorly written. It reads just like a bad
discussion with a person who is trying too much to end up being funny and isn't really saying
anything along the way.I love books, never have I regretted purchasing one up until now. Good
book Interesting story. The publication has some great advice for teenagers. Enjoyable Intro to
Coco And Her Approach to Life, Love, and Fashion I must say i enjoyed this reserve, Karen
Karbo's tone is engaging, and the material, well - you can go wrong with Coco? Yet, I couldn't
provide it five superstars, because while it was a great introduction, it wasn't extremely concise,
and while it explored Karbo's existence lessons, I didn't experience every one of them were fairly
transferable. However, there continues to be a whole lot of useful materials gleaned from here,
specifically for someone first encountering Coco's AMAZING lifestyle. Loved the book This
book was a delight. Chanel dressed the contemporary woman simply because Chanel, herself,
wished to be dressed. Fun book in Coco life. Good Advice Bought this book for my teenage
daughter who's a big enthusiast of Coco Chanel. If you are interested in learning lifestyle lesson
or any biographical information beyond the general fundamental concepts we all ready know,



don't purchase this publication. I learned a lot! The book is okay.. This book is quite poorly
written. Most responses discussed Coco Chanel was included with a disclaimer - constantly
indicating that there have been several versions of every story and you truly don't know what to
believe... The book is alright. Overal good!.Karen Karbo gets a bit too involved with comparing
herself with Coco as well as her books. I've found style really can't be bought. Never would have
known! vulgar writing Interesting that the writer notes that Coco Chanel actively avoided
"vulgarity";Katherine Hepburn and Julia Kid. and yet peppers her personal writing with vulgar
expressions. I'll not read another book by this author. Browse it. Oh SO Coco! That is an
informative, light read. As entertaining and exciting as a Parisian cafe in springtime.
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